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A B S T R A C T

The uterine cervix is an uncommon site of metastatic cancer. Specifically, pancreatic adenocarcinoma metastatic
to the cervix is an exceptionally rarely reported phenomenon. We encountered a case of recurrent pancreatic
adenocarcinoma presenting as a solitary metastasis to the cervix. To our knowledge, this is the only report
describing an isolated recurrence of pancreatic adenocarcinoma to the cervix. When diagnosing metastatic
disease to the cervix, it is also imperative for the clinician and pathologist to consider histologic mimics, such as
the newly described gastric-type mucinous endocervical adenocarcinoma. Metastatic disease to the cervix may
benefit from surgical resection.

1. Introduction

Metastatic disease to the cervix is an exceedingly rare phenomenon,
with a reported incidence as low as 0.3% (Abrams et al., 1950; Mazur
et al., 1984). Multiple factors likely contribute to the limited nature of
this occurrence, including the small size, fibrotic stroma, and limited
blood supply of the uterine cervix, particularly in post-menopausal
women (Lemoine and Hall, 1986). Excluding direct extension of
uterine, vaginal, or bladder malignancies, most of the metastatic dis-
ease to the cervix originates from other gynecologic sites (Lemoine and
Hall, 1986; Mazur et al., 1984; Mulvany et al., 1996). Additionally,
there are multiple case reports describing extra-pelvic metastases to the
cervix, most often gastrointestinal, colorectal, and breast in origin
(McCluggage et al., 2010; Pérez-Montiel et al., 2012). However, reports
of metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma to the cervix are extremely
limited. To our knowledge, there have only been three reports of pan-
creatic adenocarcinoma metastatic to the cervix, with no prior reports
describing metastasis solely to the cervix (Boysen et al., 1951; Kinoshita
et al., 2016; McCluggage et al., 2010). Here, we describe one patient
with recurrence of pancreatic adenocarcinoma presenting as a solitary
metastasis to the cervix.

2. Case Report

A 65-year-old woman with a history of stage III locally advanced

pancreatic adenocarcinoma was found to have an elevated Cancer
Antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) level and a cervical mass on follow-up tumor
surveillance two years following her initial diagnosis. Her medical
history was remarkable for type II diabetes, pulmonary embolism, hy-
pothyroidism, asthma and bronchiectasis, obstructive sleep apnea,
neuropathy, and vitreous hemorrhage. There was no known family
history of pancreatic cancer. The patient had received regular cervical
cancer screening and most recently had a normal Pap smear and ne-
gative HPV testing.

The patient initially was diagnosed with pancreatic adenocarcinoma
during workup of a chronic cough. Imaging demonstrated a 2.3 cm
mass in the pancreatic head, with subsequent fine needle aspiration
biopsy revealing adenocarcinoma. Her CA 19-9 level at the time of
diagnosis was elevated at 129 U/mL. She underwent three rounds of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine and albumin-bound pa-
clitaxel, followed by exploratory laparotomy and Whipple procedure,
including portal vein resection. Pathology was significant for a mod-
erately differentiated adenocarcinoma of the pancreatic head (Fig. 1).
The tumor microscopically invaded the duodenal wall, with associated
perineural invasion. All margins were negative and lymph node dis-
section was negative (0/30). Pathologic staging at this time was
ypT3N0. She subsequently received adjuvant chemotherapy with
gemcitabine and capecitabine, with normalization of her CA 19-9 le-
vels.

The patient was followed with CA 19-9 levels and surveillance
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imaging. Approximately two years following the patient's initial diag-
nosis, her CA 19-9 levels were found to be elevated to 228 U/mL.
Contrast-enhanced CT images showed a heterogenous, hypo-enhancing
mass involving the cervix with extension into the lower uterine seg-
ment, measuring 2.7 cm, concerning for a malignant etiology (Fig. 2A &
B).

The patient was referred to gynecologic oncology. Review of sys-
tems was notable for light vaginal bleeding for approximately two
weeks as well as pelvic “tightness.” A physical exam and cervical biopsy
were performed. The cervix was grossly normally appearing. On bi-
manual exam, the cervix was mobile, but globally enlarged and firm.
Biopsy showed benign cervical stroma. Despite negative biopsies, there
remained a high clinical suspicion for disease. Therefore, the patient
was taken to the operating room for a cervical conization and Tru-Cut
biopsies. Pathology demonstrated adenocarcinoma of the cervical
stroma, likely of pancreatic origin. Immunohistochemical stains per-
formed at this time were significant for positive CA 19-9, positive CK7,
focal patchy positive CK20, and very focal positive CDX-2 (Fig. 3). Deep
margins of the conization specimen were positive. Given the histologic
and immunohistochemical diagnosis of recurrence, a whole body 18F-
Flourodeoxyglucose PET-CT exam was performed and was significant
for a hypermetabolic cervical mass as well as an indeterminate 1.3 cm
right lower mesenteric lymph node (Fig. 2C).

The patient was counseled on management options including sys-
temic therapy versus resection. Given the potential of worsening
bleeding and pelvic discomfort, the patient underwent robotic assisted
total laparoscopic hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy.
The decision was made to proceed with simple hysterectomy due to the
lack of parametrial involvement on exam and the morbidity associated

with radical hysterectomy. Surgery was uncomplicated and she had a
normal postoperative recovery. Final pathology revealed residual me-
tastatic adenocarcinoma within the cervix forming an endocervical
polyp, invading deeply into the outer half of the cervical wall, directly
extending up the upper cervical canal and into the anterior and pos-
terior lower uterine segment, and involving the overlying serosa pos-
teriorly (Fig. S1). The background endometrium was atrophic and un-
remarkable with an endometrial polyp with focal atypical hyperplasia.
The ovaries and fallopian tubes were negative for metastatic disease or
malignancy, and the right ovary was notable for a mature cystic ter-
atoma.

The patient declined further systemic therapy following hyster-
ectomy. Six months following her hysterectomy, her tumor markers
remain mildly elevated, but imaging shows no evidence of recurrent
disease.

3. Discussion

Although metastatic disease to the cervix is a rare phenomenon, it
needs to be considered when evaluating adenocarcinoma within the
cervix. There are certain pathologic features that aid in distinguishing
metastatic adenocarcinoma from endogenous endocervical adeno-
carcinoma. Extragenital metastatic disease to the cervix typically has
characteristic patterns of involvement and distinguishing histologic
features, such as predominant involvement of the deep cervical stroma,
absence of precursor lesions, and lack of involvement of the cervical
transformation zone (McCluggage et al., 2010; Mulvany et al., 1996).

Due to the low incidence of metastatic disease to the cervix, it can
be difficult to determine what is primary versus metastatic disease. In
fact, between 20 and 42% of metastatic cervical lesions may be

Fig. 1. Original pancreatic adenocarcinoma in the Whipple specimen. (A)
Residual adenocarcinoma with no evidence of neoadjuvant chemotherapy re-
sponse. Note the small malignant glands with pointed and angulated archi-
tecture. (B) Higher magnification showing the eosinophilic voluminous cyto-
plasm and the moderate to high nuclear atypia. (C) CA 19-9 immunopositivity
along the luminal border of malignant cells. (D) Patchy immunopositivity with
CK20.

Fig. 2. CT images of cervical metastasis. Sagittal (A) and Axial
(B) CT images demonstrate a heterogeneously enhancing
large mass (arrows) centered on the cervix, which measured
2.7 cm. Fused Sagittal 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET-CT
image (C) shows the cervical mass to be very FDG avid
(circle), with standardized uptake value of 9.8. Additionally,
there was an indeterminate 1.3 cm right lower mesenteric
lymph node (not shown). Incidental note was made of intense
physiologic uptake within the rectum, seen posterior to the
cervical mass.

Fig. 3. Cervical cone biopsy with recurrent pancreatic adenocarcinoma. (A)
Deep-seated infiltrative malignant glands disconnected from the normal-
looking native mucosa. (B) Higher magnification showing small malignant
glands with pointed ends and cells exhibiting eosinophilic voluminous cyto-
plasm and moderate nuclear atypia. (C) CA 19-9 immunopositivity along the
luminal border of malignant cells. (D) Patchy immunopositivity with CK20.
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mistaken as primary cervical lesions, particularly in cases of adeno-
carcinomas of gastrointestinal origin (Mazur et al., 1984; Pérez-Montiel
et al., 2012). While metastatic disease typically displays different
morphology, there have been reported cases of metastatic disease of the
cervix mimicking primary cervical adenocarcinoma or adenocarcinoma
in situ, including a case of pancreatic adenocarcinoma (McCluggage
et al., 2010). Kinoshita et al. (2016) also reported a case of pancreatic
adenocarcinoma metastatic to the cervix that was initially mis-
interpreted as endocervical adenocarcinoma on endocervical brush
cytology.

Primary endocervical adenocarcinomas present with a diverse set of
histologic phenotypes, including endocervical (usual), endometrioid,
intestinal, villoglandular, gastric, signet ring, clear cell, serous, and
mesonephric. In particular, the newly described gastric-type en-
docervical adenocarcinoma is an important, and a rather potentially
problematic, differential diagnosis. This is a rare aggressive variant of
mucinous endocervical adenocarcinoma that is typically HPV negative.
First, due to its rarity and its relative recent recognition, some pathol-
ogists may not be fully familiar with this entity. Secondly, there are
considerable histologic similarities and overlap between gastric-type
endocervical adenocarcinoma and metastatic pancreatic adenocarci-
noma. Histologically, gastric-type endocervical adenocarcinoma con-
sists of deeply invasive glands with marked variation in size and shape,
composed of voluminous cells with eosinophilic or clear cytoplasm with
distinct cell borders (Fig. S2), characteristically expressing HIK-1083
and MUC-6 (Kojima et al., 2007).

The immunohistochemical profile of primary endocervical adeno-
carcinomas is typically defined by positivity for p16 (strong and diffuse)
and CEA antibodies, and negative immunostaining for ER and PR (Park
et al., 2011). Immunohistochemistry may also be useful in the work-up
of a cervical adenocarcinoma of unknown primary, such as CK7 and
CK20. Additionally, if applicable, the patient's prior cancer history may
be used to guide selection of immunohistochemical stains, such as CA
19-9 to confirm the diagnosis of metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma
in our case. In addition, p16 positivity is often a helpful marker in
identifying a usual-type primary cervical carcinoma, with HPV driving
the majority of cervical squamous carcinomas and endocervical ade-
nocarcinomas. Importantly, gastric-type endocervical adenocarcinoma
is often negative for p16, as it is not related to HPV infection (Park
et al., 2011).

Lastly, the clinical picture, including medical history, imaging re-
sults, and blood-based biomarkers are important resources to consider
when forming a differential diagnosis for cervical adenocarcinomas. In
fact, up to 80% of extragenital metastatic tumors to the cervix have a
known primary (Mazur et al., 1984). In our case, the patient's elevated
CA 19-9 and cervical mass two years following her initial diagnosis of
pancreatic adenocarcinoma directed the clinical team to consider me-
tastatic disease and take prompt surgical management. Additionally,
metastatic disease is often accompanied by multi-organ involvement, as
seen in the prior reports of pancreatic adenocarcinoma metastatic to the
cervix (Boysen et al., 1951; Kinoshita et al., 2016; McCluggage et al.,
2010). However, the cervix was the sole metastatic lesion identified in
the patient from our institution.

4. Conclusion

In summary, metastatic disease to the cervix is a rare, yet possibly
underrecognized phenomenon. This case presented uniquely as an
isolated recurrence of pancreatic adenocarcinoma to the cervix, and
pathologic similarity to gastric-type mucinous endocervical adeno-
carcinoma was an important differential diagnosis. Metastatic disease
to the cervix is an important entity for clinicians and pathologists to
consider, particularly in patients with previous cancer diagnoses.

Surgical management may be of benefit in the absence of widely me-
tastatic disease.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.gore.2019.07.003.
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